
 

NZ WOOD RESENE TIMBER DESIGN AWARDS 2017 

 WINNERS & HIGHLY COMMENDED 
 

 

1 RESIDENTIAL ARCHITECTURAL EXCELLENCE: For the innovative use of timber, resulting in a 

distinctive visual impact on a residential building, either stand-alone or multi-unit/multi-storey project.  

Sponsor: Carter Holt Harvey 

Judging Criteria: Solution to complexity; Engineering design; Material selection; Context, Built Form and Amenity; 

Innovation; Aesthetics; Environmental sustainability.  

 

Designers: Aaron Paterson & Steven Lloyd, Photographer David Straight. Practices: Paterson Architecture Collective, 

Steven Lloyd Architecture, Glamuzina  Architects 
The familiar use of timber types and construction technologies are carefully manipulated and detailed to achieve a strong 

emotional appeal. The assembly of a group of elements are axially arranged to emphasise connection to the site, while the 

beautifully articulated interior volume provides a warm sense of enclosure. 
 

COMMENDED: Torea Studio, Mapua, Nelson; Tennent Brown, Dunning Thorton, Inch Building, Wraight+ Assoc. 

Landscape, XLam, Angus Muir Design.   Photos: Paul McCredie 

CNC machined CLT wall and roof panels are used to generate an energetic and lively form.  

 

COMMENDED: PAK2, Pakiri; Box ™, Auckland   Photos: Sophie Heyworth 

A simple, open pavilion form is made completely from wood products, from concealed portal structure to plywood linings and 

cabinetry, and with sawn timber wind screen enclosing the exterior circulation breezeway.  

 

 

 

2 COMMERCIAL ARCHITECTURAL EXCELLENCE: For the innovative use of timber resulting in a 

distinctive visual impact on a commercial, industrial, or public building environment.  

Sponsor: Timberlab Solutions Ltd 

Judging Criteria: Solution to complexity; Engineering design; Community Impact/Visibility; Material selection; 

Context, Built Form and Amenity; Innovation; Aesthetics; Environmental sustainability.  

 

WINNER: Cathedral Grammar Junior School, Christchurch; Ruamoko Solutions + Andrew Barrie Lab. + Tezuka 

Architects + Ohno Japan & Contract Construction.   Photos: Patrick Reynolds  
The project showcases a complex arrangement of LVL framing, which is used to craft an integrated spatial and structural delight 

for the young occupants.  Achieving this has involved the extensive use of the computer model from initial design and analytical 

studies through to CNC machining.  

  

COMMENDED: Springfield Road, Christchurch; RM Designs  Photos: Hedwig Photography 

A clearly composed assembly of CLT panels and Glulam trusses, with well thought out detailing of connections between 

elements. This is used to create a building that fits easily into its residential context while providing an attractive working space.  

 

 
 

3 ENGINEERING INNOVATION: For the innovative use of engineered timber, resulting in a distinctive 

technical/ structural impact on a residential, commercial, industrial or public building environment.  

Sponsor: NZ Timber Design Society 

Judging Criteria: Solution to complexity; Engineering design; Innovation; Aesthetics; Environmental sustainability.  

 

WINNER: Bealey Ave Lodge, Christchurch; RM Designs.   Photos: Hedwig Photography 

This is the first large-scale commercial application of CLT in New Zealand, and incorporates the ground-breaking application of 

solid timber construction and structural engineering with compliance with New Zealand Building Code and construction practices.  

 

COMMENDED: Cathedral Grammar Junior School, Christchurch; Ruamoko Solutions + Andrew Barrie Lab. + Tezuka 

Architects + Ohno Japan & Contract Construction.   Photos: Patrick Reynolds 

A structural tour de force is used to create an enchanting learning environment. 

 



 

COMMENDED: Fire Laboratory, Japan; PTL | Structural Timber Consultants.  Photos: Sumitomo Forestry Co. Ltd 

Rocking frame post-tensioned timber technology has been developed to such high standards in New Zealand that it is now 

accepted by the Japanese Government and used as a strong visual element within the laboratory.  

 

 
 

4 EXCELLENCE IN ENGINEERED WOOD PRODUCTS: For the innovative use of EWP’s, resulting 

in a distinctive impact of the EWP properties and/or aesthetics on a residential, commercial, industrial or public 

building environment.  

Sponsors: XLam NZ Limited and Nelson Pine Industries 

Judging Criteria: Material selection; Solution to complexity; Innovation; Engineering Design; Aesthetics; 

Environmental sustainability  

 

WINNER: Torea Studio, Mapua, Nelson; Tennent Brown, Dunning Thorton, Inch Building, Wraight+ Assoc. Landscape, 

XLam, Angus Muir Design.   Photos: Paul McCredie 

The use of CNC machined, asymmetrical CLT panels creates a distinctive and enclosing form. The continuous weathering skin 

(roof and walls) allows the CLT panels to create a warm inviting interior and creates a sheltered outdoor space.    

 

COMMENDED: Fire Laboratory, Japan; PTL | Structural Timber Consultants.  Photos: Sumitomo Forestry Co. Ltd 

The natural colour of the timber rocking frames contrasts with the monochromatic colouring of the building enclosure, allowing 

the structural LVL framing to be seen to great effect, and to emphasise that solid timber is both fire and earthquake resilient.   

 

 

 

 

5 INTERIOR INNOVATION: For innovative use of wood or a wood panel product as a signature feature, in 

a predominantly wood building, adding ambience, flair and practicality.  

Sponsor: Taranaki Pine 

Judging Criteria: Material selection; Context, Built Form and Amenity; Innovation; Aesthetics; Architecture 

(interior); Environmental sustainability.  

 

WINNER: The Government of Samoan Fale, Mangere, Auckland; Walker Community Architects Ltd   

Traditional building methods have been scaled-up to make a large community space while maintaining the sense of enclosure and 

detail. Great richness is derived from the shaped and honed timbers with traditional bound joints (tafa).  The large and elegantly 

curved and lathed Glulam rafters suggest traditional fale construction while demonstrating the use of advanced timber machining 

technology.  

  

COMMENDED: Point Wells Gables, Point Wells; Designers: Aaron Paterson & Steven Lloyd, Photographer David 

Straight. Practices: Paterson Architecture Collective, Steven Lloyd Architecture, Glamuzina  Architects 
Seamless use of structure, linings and cabinetry uses a well-considered mix of timber species in solid, sawn and polished finishes 

to generate a warm, rich environment.   

 

COMMENDED: Piko Wholefoods, Christchurch; Solarchitects Ltd  Photos: Dennis Radermacher 

Fine internal detailing is used to emphasise the building’s structural frame and give character and identity to a rebuilt Christchurch 

retail icon.     

 

 

 

 

6 EXTERIOR INNOVATION & INFRASTRUCTURE: For any wood or wood panel product that 

forms the exterior of or is an exterior structure, be it residential or non-residential which highlights the versatility 

and flexibility of wood while enhancing the structure’s aesthetic.  

Sponsor: Smartclad Limited 

Judging Criteria: Material selection; Context, Built Form and Amenity; Innovation; Aesthetics; Environmental 

sustainability.  

 

WINNER: Kopupaka Park, West Auckland; Isthmus Group Ltd 

The delightfully simple timber crib walling system is used to create an extensive and organically shaped installation in an urban 

fringe landscape. The designers should be credited for thinking outside the box and applying timber for infrastructure projects.   



 

 

 

 

7 NZ SPECIALITY TIMBER AWARD: The use of specialty timber in a manner that best highlights its 

unique characteristics. This category is open to entries from across the spectrum of NZ grown timber usage from 

furniture to buildings, facilities to objets d’art.  

Sponsor: NZ Farm Forestry Association 

Judging Criteria: Material selection; Innovation; Aesthetics; Environmental sustainability.  

 

WINNER: Langs Doors, Langs Beach, Northland; ARK  Photos: Simon Devitt  

CNC texturing, distressing and coatings are applied to enhance the natural beauty of native timbers and include references to inter-

tidal sand patterning and the pre-existing bungalow paint scheme.    

 

COMMENDED: The Vessel, Auckland; ARK  Photos: Simon Devitt 

A beautifully made object composed of recycled timber formed into a number of elements that may be used individually or 

together, creating a surprising and enchanting tableau.  

 

 

 

 

8 NOVEL APPLICATION OF FIBRE AWARD: For using a new wood product or system which 

contributes to the use of wood fibre derived products in a manner that characterises its unique features via an 

innovative application of design, science or technology. This category is open to entries from any sector.  

Sponsor: Scion 

Judging Criteria: Originality; Transformative potential; Design and/or technical innovation; Material and system 

selection, Disruptive Technology  

 

WINNER:   Winner: Essential Oils from Pines – Forest Plus, Mosgiel 

There is truly more than wood in trees. This entry takes an extremely small volume of the tree and has turned it into an extremely 

valuable product that is highly sought after in the US. Products like this can change the economics and how we grow trees, should 

we grow a short rotation oil/chemical producing crop. 

ForestPlus Oil in many ways is another Kiwi can-do success, solving a waste problem, design and building a plant, securing a 

market and making it all work. With this thinking what else is possible from our trees? 

 

 

 

9 INNOVATION OF STUDENT DESIGN AWARD: The best three designs selected from each 

University will be chosen from submitted work presented in their courses. The two finalist students will receive all 

expenses paid to make short presentations at the Gala Dinner Awards in Auckland.  

Sponsor: Juken NZ 

Judging Criteria: Three projects by third year students will be nominated by each academic program for 

architecture and/or engineering (Victoria, Auckland & Canterbury). The Timber Design Award Judges will select the 

final two winners. The winning two students will receive $1000 prize money each. 

 

WINNER 1: Marking the Journey of Tatau; Amanda Wijaya, Auckland 

Close examination of the ceremony of Tatau has generated a progression through a building which may be likened to the three 

stages Tatau; the stretching, the tattooing and the transitioning to adulthood. The experience of the central space is enhanced by 

the louvered and coffered rafters, ceiling and panels.    

 

WINNER 2: Multifunction: Pavilion; Louie Tong, Auckland 

Rigorous mathematical and geometrical analysis has informed a student design and build project at Henderson High School. This 

project is a deliberate provocation to engage students’ imagination in mathematics, materials and construction.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

RESENE OVERALL SUPREME AWARD: 
 

WINNER: Cathedral Grammar Junior School, Christchurch; Ruamoko Solutions + Andrew Barrie Lab. + Tezuka 

Architects + Ohno Japan & Contract Construction.   Photos: Patrick Reynolds 

 

Cathedral Grammar stands out as an example of what can be achieved with effective collaboration and innovative use of timber 

design, material selection, and fabrication and construction technologies. The expression of the structural LVL frames at a human 

scale is inviting and invites tactile engagement from the young occupants 

COMMENDED: Point Wells Gables, Designers: Aaron Paterson & Steven Lloyd, Photographer David Straight. Practices: 

Paterson Architecture Collective, Steven Lloyd Architecture, Glamuzina  Architects 

An outstanding example of the strong emotional impact achieved with the careful detailing of timber structure, linings and 

finishes using a broad mixture of  timber species, textures and forms. 

 

 


